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CAA2000 presents four new awards 
During the CAA2000 conference entitled Computing Archaeology for Understanding 
the Past, which was a joint conference of the Computer Applications and Quantitative 
Methods in Archaeology (CAA) and the Commission IV of the Union International des 
Sciences Prehistorique et Protohistorique (UISPP), held in Ljubljana April 18!h_ 21" 
2000, four awards were given by the CAA Steering Committee. 
A ward for Excellence in the Application of Computer and Quantitative Methods in 
Archaeology 
At the 1999 Annual General Meeting of CAA, which was held at Dublin Castle in 
Dublin, Ireland on Saturday 17th April 1999, Dominic Powlesland re-proposed his 
previous proposition to establish an occasional Award for Excellence in the Application 
of Computer and Quantitative Methods in Archaeology. After some discussion the 
steering committee established criteria for the award and llnanimously accepted the 
motion to establish an occasional award. 
Criteria for the Award for Excellence in the Application of Computer and Quantitative 
Methods in Archaeology are: 
" outstanding experience in the application, research, or education of Computer and 
Quantitative Methods in Archaeology, 
" excellency in research, 
" innovation, 
" excellent publication record and 
" exceilent presentation of research or educational results. 
Several CAA members submitted nominations for the Award for Excellence in the 
Application of Computer and Quantitative Methods in Archaeology. At the CAA 
Steering Comiuittee meeting, held in the University of Leiden, The Netherlands on 5"' 
February 2000, it was decided that the Award will be given to Professor Albertus 
Voorrips, Institute for Pre and Protohistory in Amsterdam, The Netherlands. 
You could call Prof. Albertus Voorrips the father of Dutch Computer Archaeology. He 
studied biology and started working in palaeobotany in the early sixties. Later on, he 
became a staff member of the Alber! Egges van Giffen Institute for Pre and Protohistory 
in Amsterdam, The Netherlands. In the early seventies Bert Voorrips introduced the 
computer next to his lI'.icroscope and he began to establish himself as a computer 
archaeologist. He participated in the first European conference on computer applications 
in the historical sciences in 1970 in Mamaia, Romania (Hodson, Kendall & Tautu 1971) 
and soon started giving courses in statistics to archaeology students. His first 
publication on computer and quantitative methods in archaeology was An ALOOL-60 
program for computation and graphical representation of pollendata (Voorrips 1973). 
1P.rough his fieldwork with Albert ArrlInerman in Northern (Ammennan et a1. 
1975) he strengthened links with North American colleagues and later studied in 
Stanford with Cavalli Svorza. 
The real initiation methods in Dutch 
~,.Hd.CU'U~'Y was!he~o~~l'u,,,v'" Groenman-van & 
Van der Leeuw 1987), a scale survey and excavation project north of Amsterdam. 
Prof. in this project with a series of analyses. This 
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was the first time a computer was used in field &rchaeoJogy in The Netherlands. AI! the 
computations were done by a large noisy monitotless computer called ERNIE. Bert and 
ERNIE guided the excavation with ;;ndless lists and instant analysis. Roel Brand!, one 
of the co-directors, said "This was the first time I did not know what was going on on 
my own excavations". Those were the golden years of the Institute for Pre and 
Protohistory. Sander van der Leeuw was still working in Amsterdam. lan Hodder, Bob 
Whallon, Klaus Ransborg, Chris Peebles, Jim Doran and John O'Shea were 
professors. Prof. Voorrips became secretary of the Commission IV of the Union 
International des Sciences Prehisrorique et Protohistorique and organised their congress 
in Amsterdam. 
Later on he started the Agro Pontino Survey Project with Susan Loving and Hans 
Kamermans (Voorrips, Loving & Kamermans 1991). Initially his publications were 
about sampling and simulations in collaboration with Diana Gifford and Albert 
Ammennan (Voorips, Gifford & Ammerman 1978, Ammerman, Gifford & Voorrips 
1978). Sometimes he had to look at faraway places to find a suitable dataset to illustrate 
his solutions to a particular problem, like the work with John O'Shea on spatial analysis 
of the Late Mesolithic cemetery in Oleneostrovski in Russia (Voorrips & 0' Shea 1987). 
He edited at least three volumes of proceedings of the UISPP Commission IV meetings: 
Amsterdam 1984 (Voorrips & Loving 1985), Mainz 1987 (Voorips 1990) and Ktakow 
1989 (Voorrips & Ottaway 1990). Maybe his best work until now is Mambrinos helmet. 
A framework for structuring archaeological data (Voorrips 1982), about classification. 
At the moment he is, among other things, involved in managing a company for 
Dendrochronology, in researching and publishing about quantitative methods in 
Archaeology and occasionally lecturing in Amsterdam and the USA. 
The Best CAA 2000 Award 
Dr. Marcos Uobera , Institute of Archaeology, University College London, Centre for 
Advance Spatia! Analysis, University College London, Pin-Rivers Museum, University 
of Oxford, UK 
For the paper: "More than meets the eye" 
Abstract In spite of their severe iimitations, viewsheds are very much present in allY 
GIS application in archaeology (see GiHings and Wheat\ey 2000). A lot of work is 
needed to improve existing routines, however, these will not be 
forthcoming because of our lack of about the visual aspects of lanaS(:ap,e. 
There is much we need to learn about, and much to be discovered. Here [ present some 
simple developments based on an existing viewshed routine. are part of a 
effort towards obtaining new insights on the visual aspect of The concepts 
of a visual and total (Liobera 1999) are introduced, the being an 
extension of what has been know as a cumulative view shed 
1992). 
The Best CAA 2000 Young Researcher Paper Award 
Mr. Kaj Fredsgaard Rasmussen and Mrs. Henriette Gtinther S!Zlrensen , 
Aarhus, Denmark 
For the paper: 
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